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 Absolute Numbers You Can Count On! AI Bred to QH Rampage OA36 for a Heifer Calf! 

1860 Dixie Absolute F040 – AAA 19181480 Born 6/25/2018 
WOW!  An Incredible 1, 2, 3, 4! The first 4 EPD’s in Production are super important to have in your cow 
herd. Rarely can you get Calving Ease and Low Birth Weight to be outstanding when you want “Big 
Numbers” on Weaning Weight and Yearling Weight. Wait for it, wait for it… Dixie has Outstanding Calving 
Ease with Top 15% CED, outstanding Birth Weight Top 25% BW, and Now come the “Big Numbers” that 
you need and want on Weaning Weight with Top 10% of the breed at +68 and wait for it…a Yearling 
Weight that just makes you smile at Top 25% at +109!  Now those are numbers you can enjoy especially 
when Dixie has Top 15% in $W!  
 Confirmed pregnant with ultrasound -but we could not tell if it was from the AI sire Quaker Hill 

Rampage OA36 (with sexed semen for a heifer) or the Pasture Bull GAR Absolute D5388 either way it 
is going to be one great calf! Due October 3rd  2020.   

 AI bred to Quaker Hill Rampage OA36, AAA 16925771 with sexed semen for a heifer he was the most 
used ABS Sire in 2018 simple because he produces great offspring.  Over 11,500 registered birth 
weights at AAA means ranchers are using him over and over because of his ability to pass on his great 
qualities to his progeny. 

 Pasture exposed to GAR Absolute D5388 AAA 18279287, known for his Top 1% Calving Ease and Top 
10%, Minus -1.6 Low Birth Weight Calves... All of GAR Absolute calves are a visual treat and with the 
Angus Pathfinders in her pedigree this youngster has lots of potential.   

 F.A.T. Cattle Pricing! – We price all our cattle with F.A.T. Cattle pricing – Fairly, Affordable & Tested. 
An Angus cow with these EPDs and so many great Sires and Dams in her 3-generation pedigree is one 
everyone would like to add to their herd. Just 22 months old and already an impressive Angus cow a 
fair price for her would be $2,800. 
A successful and confirmed pregnancy to QH Rampage OA36 or GAR Absolute “A King of Calving Ease” 

in the Angus breed is valued at $1,000. 
This 2in1 spectacular is F.A.T. Cattle priced at $3,800. 
 

   

  
 
 
 


